
The Gospel of LukeThe Gospel of Luke

This is the Life: 
Embracing the Identity of Jesus and Ours in Him.

The Astonishing Catch, with a focus on Luke 5:1-11.

1) Read 2 Kings 5. What does this passage have to teach us about the value of obedience against human
reason?How have you played the part of Naaman in your life?

2) Read Luke 14:25-34, How does the cost of disciple apply to your life today?

About You Questions

Into the Bible Questions

Application Questions

1) Did anything stand out to you about the sermon?

2) Can you think of a time when you felt God was asking you to do something unreasonable? What was it and
how did you respond?

3) When it comes to make decisions,  how are we to walk the tension between utilizing human reason and
leaning on God’s power as Sovereign. Or to phrase the question another way, do we sell everything that we
have because ultimately it is God who provides? 

4) Pastor Dale used the term “Salt Shaker” Christians. What does this term mean to you and are there any
moments in your life that you are guilty of being a salt shaker Christian. 

5) Luke writes so that we ought to be astonished by Jesus. Using Biblical or personal examples, how are you
astonished by Jesus? 

1) What is something that you can do this week to be an ambassador for Christ? 

2) Pastor Dale said that it is no the task of the disciple to produce the catch but simply to go when and where
Jesus has asked and God will provide the bootyful catch. In what ways have you overstepped your calling and
tried to “produce the catch” instead of depending on God’s majesty? Going into this week, how can you better
trust in God beyond what you can control. 

4) Is there any practical teaching from this sermon that you feel you need to carry forward into application?

Ice Breaker Questions
1) Do you have a “fishing story?” (Some story that always gets more exaggerated the more times you tell it?)  

I2) If you could live in another historical period, would you? If so, which one?
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